MEMORANDUM
February 2, 2021

To: Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Commerce Members and Staff
Fr: Committee on Energy and Commerce Staff
Re: Hearing on “Safeguarding American Consumers: Fighting Scams and Fraud During the Pandemic”

On Thursday, February 4, 2021, at 12 p.m., via Cisco WebEx online video conferencing, the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Commerce will hold a hearing entitled, “Safeguarding American Consumers: Fighting Scams and Fraud During the Pandemic.”

I. BACKGROUND

During the ongoing coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic and related economic and financial crises, scams and fraud have been on the rise, threatening many aspects of consumers’ lives. Since the beginning of the pandemic, Americans have reported losing more than $300 million in pandemic-related fraud.

II. NOTABLE CONSUMER PROTECTION ISSUES DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

A. Scams

Scammers are coming up with new versions of old scams, taking advantage of the COVID-19 pandemic and the related economic and financial crises. Scammers have targeted stimulus checks and unemployment benefits intended to provide critical relief to Americans. Identity thieves posing as government employees are calling Americans supposedly to verify personal information that could be needed to qualify for COVID-19 funds. New financial struggles and unemployment have made Americans more vulnerable to misleading schemes.
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promising new sources of income. Scammers are also preying on people’s loneliness during the pandemic, leading to a sharp rise in online puppy scams.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) issued warnings about contact tracing scams, scams related to small business loans, and fake charities, among others. Fake vaccine appointments are one of the latest kinds of scams. At least one local health department has issued a warning about fake EventBrite sites charging people for vaccination appointments.

B. Fake, Misleading, and Non-Existent Products

With supply chains strained and certain necessities widely unavailable, unscrupulous sellers are preying on consumers’ needs and fears by selling counterfeit, unapproved, or otherwise substandard COVID-19 products. Although no over-the-counter treatments or cures for COVID-19 have been approved, scammers are advertising and selling unproven and misbranded products that they claim can protect consumers from COVID-19.

Other fraudsters are selling substandard personal protective equipment (PPE) or cleaning supplies. One investigation by the *Wall Street Journal* found that more than 100 face masks and respirators sold on Amazon were counterfeit or had unverifiable protection and certification claims. Many “fly-by-night” operations hawking coronavirus-related products do so through
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online stores. While these online stores may look professional, many of the sellers do not actually possess products for sale or have not verified that the products are legitimate. Such businesses often advertise on social media to drive traffic to their online stores.

The number of reports about scams originating on social media has more than tripled in the past year. Online shopping complaints by consumers who purchased in-demand health and safety products but never actually received any goods have also risen during the pandemic.

C. Price Gouging

Some unscrupulous sellers are capitalizing on the COVID-19 pandemic by selling cleaning products, PPE, and other necessities at exorbitant prices. For example, the average in-store price of hand sanitizer rose by 53 percent in 2020 compared to an equivalent period in 2019. Another analysis found that Amazon inflated prices on essential products to levels that would be considered violations of price gouging laws in many states during the pandemic.

III. RELATED TOPICS ON FTC’S AUTHORITIES

The FTC is the primary federal agency responsible for protecting Americans from scams and fraud. Functioning as an independent agency, the FTC’s mission is to protect “consumers and competition by preventing anticompetitive, deceptive, and unfair business practices.” Its primary consumer protection mandate stems from Section 5 of the FTC Act, which makes “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce” unlawful.

In most unfair and deceptive practices cases, the FTC lacks authority to obtain civil
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penalties for initial violations. For a first violation, the FTC may generally only obtain injunctive relief under Section 13(b) of the FTC Act. “The Commission may seek not only permanent injunctions that bar unfair or deceptive practices, but also imposition of various kinds of monetary equitable relief (i.e., restitution and rescission of contracts) to remedy past violations.” Such monetary equitable relief is generally disbursed to consumers who have been scammed. Only after the FTC has obtained a final order can it subsequently pursue civil penalties for violations of such order.

In 2020, the FTC returned more than $482 million to over 1.6 million consumers harmed by fraud or illegal business practices. However, the FTC’s ability to get money back for consumers under Section 13(b) has been challenged in court by defendants alleged to have violated section 5 of the FTC Act. On January 13, 2021, the U.S. Supreme Court heard oral arguments on this issue in AMG Capital Management v. FTC. All five FTC Commissioners have called for congressional action to preserve the FTC’s ability to return money to victims should the Supreme Court take away the FTC’s ability to do so under Section 13(b).

Since the start of the pandemic, the FTC has sent warning letters to more than 500 companies and individuals for allegedly selling unapproved and misbranded products claiming to prevent or treat COVID-19, including more than 100 sent in conjunction with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The COVID-19 Consumer Protection Act, which became law in December as part of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, gives the FTC new authority to seek civil penalties on the first offense for scams and deceptive practices related to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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IV. WITNESSES

The following witnesses have been invited to testify:

**Bonnie Patten**  
Executive Director  
TruthInAdvertising.org

**Jessica Rich**  
Distinguished Fellow  
Institute for Technology Law & Policy  
Georgetown Law School

**Hon. William E. Kovacic**  
Global Competition Professor of Law and Policy  
Professor of Law  
Director, Competition Law Center  
George Washington University Law School

**Traci Ponto**  
Spokane COPS Crime Victim Advocate  
Spokane Community Oriented Policy Services
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